Abstract In the context of Laue project for focusing hard X-/ soft gammarays, an entire Laue lens, using bent Ge(111) crystal tiles, with 40 meters curvature radius, is simulated with a focal length of 20 meters. The focusing energy band is between 80 keV and 600 keV. The distortion of the output image of the lens on the focal plane due to the effect of crystal tile misalign.ment as well as the radial distortion arising from the curvature of the crystal is discussed in detail. Expected detection efficiency and instrument background is also estimated. Finally the sensitivity of the Laue lens is calculated. A quantitative analysis of the results of these simulation is also presented.
band (70-600 keV). Previously, within the project named HAXTEL (Hard X-ray Telescope), two prototypes of Laue lenses made of flat mosaic crystals with short focal length (6m) have been developed and successfully tested [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . In the framework of LAUE project, a prototype of lens petal made of curved crystals is being developed in the LARIX facility of the Physics and Earth Sciences Department of the University of Ferrara.
Initially, a petal structure of the lens was simulated and built [8, 9] . The simulations made for the petal have been extended to model a complete Laue lens, made of bent Ge(111) crystals, with an energy passband from 90 -600 keV. Preliminary results have been reported in [10, 11, 12, 13] . Bent crystals, when compared to their flat mosaic counterparts, have higher efficiency and very low mosaicity, i.e., curved crystals have high diffraction efficiency and a better capability of concentrating the signal collected over a large area into a small focal spot. In this paper, the details of this simulation with the results will be discussed.
Simulating the entire Laue lens
The simulation uses bent Ge(111) crystal tiles with radius of curvature equal to 40 meters (i.e. twice the lens focal length) and the dimension of each tile is 30×10×2 mm 3 . The quasi-mosaic crystal has a mosaicity of 4.12 arcsec. The bending technology adopted for Ge is the surface grooving [14] . From the dynamical theory of diffraction of bent crystals, it results that the bending of a perfect crystal creates a curvature of the lattice planes (111) of Ge, with a ratio between the internal curvature and external curvature radii of 2.39 [15] . This gives rise to a quasi-mosaic configuration of the bent crystal. This effect is not valid for all lattice planes. For example, if the diffracting planes in transmission configuration are (220), the quasi-mosaicity is not created.
The advantages offered by bent crystals are that their reflectivity exceeds the theoretical limit of 50%, valid for flat perfect and mosaic crystals. The focusing capability is also better when the crystal is bent [16] . Experimental tests confirm the expectations [8] .
The simulation of the entire Laue lens provides the space distribution of the focused photons in the focal plane (Point Spread Function, PSF) for onaxis photons. It takes into account -the ideal case (without any distortions or misalignments); -different values of misalignment (in arcsec) in the positioning of the crystal tile on the lens frame and radial distortions (in meters) from the required curvature radius of 40 meters. This investigation will help us in determining the acceptable level of distortion to get a reasonable PSF.
Effect of tile misalignment
Each crystal tile is positioned on the lens petal frame with an orientation such that the image of the beam reflected by the crystal is formed on the lens focus, where there is the position sensitive focal plane detector. When a crystal is having a misalignment from its proper position, the image of that crystal on the detector will have a deviation. In Fig. 1 , let (x 0 , y 0 ) be the center of the image formed by the reflection of rays from a crystal, which is perfectly positioned on the lens petal frame without any misalignment. (x 1 , y 1 ) is the position of the center of the image formed by a crystal having a misalignment of Θ arcsec with respect to its proper positioning. Crystals C1 and C2 are perfectly positioned, while crystal C3 have a misalignment of Θ arcsec. The center of its image is formed on the detector at (x 1 , y 1 ). The deviation of the center of the image from (x 0 , y 0 ) to (x 1 , y 1 ) is shown on the right side of Fig. 1 . For a given misalignment of Θ arcsec, the linear deviation Λ is given by:
where f ( = 20 meters) is the focal length of the lens. Given that there is a uniform probability of having the point (x 1 , y 1 ) over the locus of the circle with center at (x 0 , y 0 ) and a radius of Λ, the angle α (see Fig. 1 , right ) is expected to have a uniform distribution.
The expected misalignment, Θ, is of the order of few arcsec. The effects of this misalignment have been incorporated in the code, with a uniform distribution. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of radial distortion (R dist ) on the PSF. The width of the PSF is equal for a symmetrical deviation of the curvature radius from its expected value. That is, if R p is the expected value of the curvature radius, and ∆R is the distortion from the expected value, the width of the PSF is equal for a curvature radius of R p + ∆R or R p − ∆R. Fig. 2 The effect of radial distortion (R dist or R d ) on the PSF of the lens.
Effect of radial distortion
In Fig. 3 , R p is the expected primary curvature radius, f (= 2R p ) is the corresponding focal length. R s = 2.39R p , is the secondary curvature radius corresponding to R p . R dist = R p + ∆R, ∆R being the distortion in curvature radius. f d is the focal length corresponding to R dist . R sd = 2.39R dist , is the secondary curvature radius corresponding to R dist . At the focal distance, f , the width W of the PSF is given by the angle β of the secondary curvature (see Fig. 3 ):
is the width of the image formed on the detector placed on the focal plane at a distance f , and can be derived as follows. 
For the statistical approach in the code, the same methodology used for the misalignment effect has been adopted also for the radial distortion. The range of radial distortion is assumed to be uniformly distributed over all the crystals. For example, for a maximum radial distortion of 6 meters, the code incorporates this effect with a uniform distribution of the deviation of the radius in the range [0, 6) meters from the expected curvature radius of 40 meters.
Ring-by-ring details of the lens are given in Table 1 . Different parameters and their corresponding values are given in Table 2 .
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4 , 5, 6 and 7. The energy band is from 80 keV to 600 keV. The left panels show the image of the PSF, while the right panels show the 3D plot. profile of the enclosed photons, the achievable effective area, the sensitivity for both continuum and lines of the complete lens.
Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the PSF
Any misalignment in the positioning of the crystal on the lens frame and also any distortion in the curvature radius affects the FWHM of the PSF. The model used for fitting is a power law with a threshold and having two free parameters.
For this model the best-fit values of the parameter seems more correlated with the tiles misalignments: the parameter a reproduce directly the minimum achievable FWHM for perfect tile alignment, while the power coefficient, c decrease monotonically as the tile misalignment level increase. As can be seen from Fig. 9 , the FWHM of the PSF increases with the misalignment value as well as with the radial distortion. When there is no misalignment and no radial distortion, that is, when the lens is perfectly built, the FWHM is 0.6 mm, which is that expected for a single crystal tile. 
Peak intensity and radial profile
Any misalignment in the positioning of the crystal on the lens frame and also any distortion in the curvature radius from the required value of 40 meters will also affect the peak intensity of the PSF. This effect is plotted in Fig. 10 . The peak intensity, as expected, gets reduced with the increase of the crystal misalignment and radial distortion. With respect to a perfect lens made of Ge(111) without any misalignment or radial distortion, the peak intensity gets reduced to 20% for a maximum misalignment of 30 arcsec and a maximum radial distortion of 6 meters. This is also evident from the comparison of Fig. 4 with Fig. 7 .
The PSF radial profile is obtained by calculating the total photons radially enclosed outwards from the focal point of the PSF. The PSF profile of the lens made of Ge(111) with perfect alignment of the crystal tiles and no radial distortion is shown in Fig. 11 . The values of the radius (in both pixels and mm) for a given enclosed percentage of photons, are reported in the Table 3 .
Effective area
The effective area of a lens made of crystals at an energy E is defined as the product of the geometric area of the crystals that reflect photons in a narrow energy interval ∆E around E E − ∆E 2 ≤ E ≤ E + ∆E 2 times the mean reflection efficiency in this energy interval. In our case, if the entire energy range (90-600 keV) of the lens is subdivided into 10 equal bins in logarithmic scale, the total geometric area in the i th energy bin, G bin total , is the total cross section of the crystals that reflect photons in the energy range of the bin.
For example, if E bin min and E bin max are respectively the minimum and maximum energy of a given bin, then the total geometric area G bin total , in this energy bin is given by: where, through the Bragg law,
If N c (∆E) is the number of crystal tiles that reflect photons in a given energy bin, and A xtal is the surface area (dim[0] × dim [1] ) of a single crystal tile, then Eqn.3 can also be written as
Hence, in this method, the total geometric area G bin total , does not depend upon the thickness as well as the mosaicity of the crystal tile.
The effective area A bin ef f , in a given energy bin is given by:
where ℜ is the mean reflectivity in that bin.
The large values of effective area at lower energies and smaller values at higher energies are due to the difference in the number of crystal tiles corresponding to those energies. For example, the number of Ge(111) crystal tiles corresponding to lowest energy bin (in case of ∆E sub-divided into 10 logarithmically equal bins) are around 2092, but there are only 68 Ge(111) crystal tiles corresponding to the highest energy bin. Table 4 gives the values of different parameters that have been derived for the effective area calculation. 
Continuum Sensitivity
It is well known that continuum sensitivity of a focusing telescope in the observation time T obs and in the energy band E − ∆E 2 , E + ∆E 2 , is given
where the instrument background is assumed to be Poissonian, and -n σ is the number of standard deviations σ, -B(E) is the intensity of the instrument background (in counts/s/cm 2 /keV ) at the energy E; -η d is the efficiency of the position sensitive detector; -f ǫ is the fraction of photons that is focused on the detector area A d (= πR 2 spot ); -T obs is the observation time;
-A ef f is the mean effective area in the energy band ; E − ∆E 2 ≤ E ≤ E + ∆E 2 of the telescope optics.
Expected detection efficency and instrument background
As discussed in our paper by Khalil et al. [17] , a Germanium detector is a good candidate as focal plane position sensitive detector of the focused photons, with a pixel size of 350 µm × 350 µm, a cross section of 10 × 10 cm 2 and a thickness of 12.5 cm or higher. In such a way a high detection efficiency (80%) can be achieved up to the highest energies of the lens pass band (650 keV).
The detector efficiency η d behaviour adopted for the simulations is shown in Fig. 12 . Concerning the instrument backgound, for our simulations the Laue lens is assumed to be placed in a Low Earth Orbit (LEO). Following the same procedure discussed in our paper by Khalil et al. [17] , from the background data in the energy band from 90 -600 keV measured by SPI instrument onboard the INTEGRAL satellite in High Earth Orbit, we have derived the background level expected for the lens. The result is shown in Fig. 13 . In addition to the expected lens background, the SPI measured background is shown, for comparison.
By inserting in the Eqn. 6 the background level and detection efficiency given above, we can get the continuum sensitivity of the simulated Laue lens. Figure 14 shows the result, at 3σ level for an observation time T obs = 10 5 s and ∆E = E/2, along with the continuum sensitivity of other missions.
From this figure it is apparent that at 100 keV, the simulated lens is 4 orders of magnitude more sensitive than INTEGRAL IBIS. Similar results are obtained when we compare the lens with the other INTEGRAL instrument SPI. The data of ISGRI and SPI are taken from the reference [18] and [19] , respectively. At about 511 keV, for a lens made with Ge(111), the continuous sensitivity is more than 2 orders of magnitude better than IBIS.
Sensitivity to narrow emission lines
The sensitivity to narrow emission lines is derived by superposing the emission line to the continuum source level. In the case of a lens telescope, if the source continuum level can be accurately determined, the minimum detectable intensity I 
where B(E L ) is the intensity of the measured background spectrum (in counts/s/cm 2 /keV) at the line energy E L ; I c (E L ) is the source continuum intensity (in photons/s/cm 2 /keV) at the centroid of the line, A ef f is the lens effective area at an energy E L , A d is the detection area that encloses f ǫ = 50% of the focused photons (half power), and ∆E is the FWHM of the line profile around E L . The ∆E value depends upon the energy resolution of the detector. We have assumed ∆E = 2 keV (expected for our simulated detector), detector area A d corresponding to the half power radius given in Table 3 , η d shown in Fig. 12 , and A ef f derived from Eqn. 5 with a filling factor of 0.2 mm.
The result at different energies and for an observation time of 10 5 s and 10 6 s is shown in Table 5 . For comparison, in Table 6 we report the line sensitivity at different energies and for an observation time of 10 6 s shown by IBIS and SPI aboard INTEGRAL. It can be seen that the lens expected sensitivity, at about 100 keV, is 4 orders of magnitude better, and, at 511 keV, is 3 orders of magnitude better.
Conclusions
A complete Laue lens made of Ge(111) crystal tiles is simulated and modeled, with an energy passband from 90 -600 keV. The on-axis PSF, its FWHM, effective area and sensitivity (to continuum and to narrow emission lines) of the entire Laue lens have been modeled. The sensitivity results show that this lens is almost 3 orders of magnitude more sensitive than ISGRI [18] and SPI [19] on-board the INTEGRAL satellite.
With the sensitivity that this lens is expected it can achieve, many fundamental open astrophysical cases [1] can be settled.
